
Notes: 
 
Lecture 1: 
 
What is accounting? 

1.) Identifying economic events 
2.) Recording economic events 
3.) Communicating economic events 

à to help users to make useful decisions 
 

What is a business? 
à a commercial organisation that aims to make a profit by providing members of society 
with goods/services 
 
Main users of accounting information: 
BUSINESS 

- Owners, customers, competitions, competitors, employees, government, community 
representatives, investment analysts, suppliers, lenders, managers 

 
Areas of Accounting: 

- Financial accounting à external reporting, communicating company information for 
decision 

- Management accounting à internal use (decision making for managers), cost 
analysis 

- Taxation à tax computation and avoidance 
- Auditing à external validation of financial statements 

 
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING provides information to shareholders, creditors and others who 
are outside the organisation 

- Users = external users who make financial decisions 
- Nature of the reports produced = general purpose 
- Level of detail = usually broad overview 
- Existence of regulations = accounting regulation 
- Reporting interval = annual or bi-annual 
- Time orientation = historical 
- Range of information = financial information 

 
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING provides information for managers of an organisation who 
direct and control its operations  

- Users = managers who plan and control an organisation 
- Nature of the reports produced = specific purpose 
- Level of detail = often very detailed 
- Existence of regulations = unregulated 
- Reporting interval = as short as required by managers 
- Time orientation = often future as well as past 
- Range of information = financial and no-financial information 

THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEM: 
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SEE WORKED EXAMPLE ON LECTURE CAPTURE 

… Materials variances: 
- Total direct material variance = difference between actual direct material cost and 

direct material cost as per the flexed budget (budgeted usage for the actual output) 
- Direct material usage variance =. Difference between actual amount of direct 

materials used and amount as per flexed budget (budgeted usage for actual output). 
Multiplied by the budgeted direct material cost per unit 

- Direct material price variance = difference between actual cost of the direct material 
used and direct material cost allowed (actual quantity of material used at the 
budgeted direct material cost) 
SEE WORKED EXAMPLE ON LECTURE CAPTURE  

… LABOUR VARIANCES:  
- Total direct labour variance = difference between actual direct labour cost and direct 

labour cost as per the flexed budget (budgeted direct labour hours for the actual 
output) 

- Direct labour efficiency variance = difference between actual direct labour hours and 
direct labour hours as per the flexed budget (budgeted direct labour hours for the 
actual output). Multiplied by the budgeted direct labour rate per hour 

- Direct labour rate variance = difference between actual cost or direct labour hours 
and direct labour cost allowed (actual direct labour hours worked at the budgeted 
labour rate) 
SEE LECTURE CAPTURE 

… FIXED OVERHEAD VARIANCE 
- Fixed overheads spending variance = difference between actual fixed overhead cost 

and fixed overhead cost as per the flexed (and the original) budget 
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… the demand curve of the product is not easy to estimate 
… for a product to be profitable in the long-run, all costs must be covered (not just 
variable costs) 
THE PRICE / VOLUME RELATIONSHIP CAN BE ESTIMATED BY: 
… informed judgement 
… statistical analysis of historical data 
… price experimentation 
… market research 
 

MARKET BASED PRICING STRATEGIES: 
- Price is determined by what the customer is willing to pay. Knowing this is as 

important as knowing the cost 
- Price is a function of: 

… customers’ perceived value of the product 
Competitors’ products 

TYPES OF MARKET BASED PRICING STRATEGIES: 
1.)  Skimming price = high initial price which decreases over time to a mature price 
2.) Penetration pricing = low initial price in order to gain rapid market share + a high 

volume is required to achieve profit 
3.) Prestige pricing = high contribution, low volume + customers want the product 

because of its exclusivity 
4.) Premium pricing = high contribution, high volume + the product is viewed as better 

quality than its competitors and so customers will pay extra 
THEREFORE: 

Cost is not the only, nor necessarily, the most important consideration in the 
determination of a selling price 
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